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INTERIM USES

ABOUT THIS COMMISSION

INTERIM USE
A use for an interval of time between
one event, process or period and another.

The London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC)
commissioned ‘Learning from Others’ as a piece of research
into local and international interim use projects, to inform an
approach to delivering interim uses that successfully supports
regeneration in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
The LLDC are responsible for the long-term planning,
development, management and maintenance of the park and
its facilities following the London 2012 Games. It is their
task to transform and integrate one of the most challenged
areas in the UK into world-class, sustainable and thriving
neighbourhoods. In their response to this, the LLDC wish
to develop projects at the forefront of current thinking on
meanwhile uses and temporary urbanism, and to engage with
other experts in the field.
Interim uses can have a significant role in a variety of
situations and overcome challenging site conditions to enable
temporary inhabitation. These uses can vary in duration, in
audience and most importantly, can be instrumental in testing
ideas and approaches, whilst engaging with communities and
land owners, on the long term vision and aspirations for an
area.
This body of work provides a platform for learning ‘how to’
and ‘how not to’ deliver interim uses. It includes five reports
on a variety of themes, alongside an Atlas of Precedents
which summarises the examples included in the five reports
with additional precedents that were chosen to provide a
rich catalogue of examples. The research is concluded with a
Methods Manual that summarises advice from the research,
and a website to showcase the findings.

A team of six organisations have gathered examples of precedents
to provide evidence and advice on the effective and successful
delivery of future interim uses in and around Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park.
Urban Research Projects, a team of designers and social scientists
that promote and deliver informed urban change, has taken an
overview to all of the interim use investigations, and produced an
atlas of precedents with key details on the development, delivery
and effect of these projects, alongside a methods manual of best
practice for interim projects in general, and specifically for Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park.
The Architecture Foundation, an independent architecture centre
that advances architecture and urbanism, have examined a selection
of international and UK based case studies of creative re-use, and
assembled a series of lessons learnt to inform the potential creation
of a Materials Reuse Centre in East London on an interim use site.
Streetgames, a sports charity that supports a network of projects
which give sport and volunteering opportunities to young people in
disadvantaged communities across the UK, have investigated and
reviewed community sport and leisure interim uses that could be
used within the park and surrounding areas.
David Kohn Architects in collaboration with The Yard Theatre and
Live Art Development Agency, three organisations that are involved
in performance art, have conducted a study of five arts projects to
produce a series of recommendations for the delivery of future live
art and performance projects in the park.
Coda Architects and Common Capital, a collaborative design,
architecture and social entrepreneurship team, have examined
how a number of interim projects have been delivered, with a
particular focus on finance, collaboration, business models and the
commissioning and procurement challenges.
The Decorators, a London based art and architecture collective, have
investigated interim uses with an emphasis on how to build local
ownership and authorship of public and community spaces, and link
projects with existing neighbourhood resources and networks.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PROJECTS THAT COME AND GO,
WHILST OTHERS REMAIN AND GROW
The London Legacy Development Corporation (LLDC)
commissioned this project to learn from other tried and tested
methods of enabling and delivering interim uses, with the aim
of applying this knowledge to their own strategy for interim
uses in and around Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
For the next 30 years and beyond, the LLDC face the challenges
and opportunities of developing various parcels of land of
different sizes, with different phases of delivery.
Urban Research Projects has compiled this methods manual on
interim projects to help inform positive urban change in this area.
We believe that interim uses can play an instrumental role during
and in between these varying delivery phases, to enable the park
to evolve into a thriving and vibrant place, that builds on existing
community life and develop new additions.
Very rarely does a 30 year masterplan or framework get delivered
in the way it was planned to. Interim uses are a key ingredient
to evolving and applying long term strategies to specific areas
for a specific purpose and group of people, and are therefore
an opportunity for the LLDC to test and build their long term
aspirations through a meaningful interim phase.
We would like to see these agendas being tested throughout the
development of the park, as neighbours to other activities, events
and slower moving projects that will be part of the process of
change in this part of East London.
There are a number of specific findings, such as the issue of
planning policy for temporary uses, that are highlighted in
this document. But more generally, we present an approach to
development and delivery that is reflective of the findings of this
research as a whole, and outlines the necessary practice to deliver
good and successful interim uses.
With the right people, the right brief, and well thought through
situations and sites, good interim projects can be achieved. We
hope this document provides the necessary support to encourage
clients and landowners to undertake alternative approaches to
development, and allow a wide variety of people to get involved.

THE POTENTIAL OF INTERIM USES
FOR QUEEN ELIZABETH OLYMPIC PARK

The nature of interim use brings many opportunities for a new
way of cultivating, developing and delivering physical and social
change. The list below are all things that we aspire to see in the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. We are interested in promoting
and being a part of an environment that facilitates a healthy mix
of projects that can come and go, whilst others remain and grow.

Firstly, interim uses are an opportunity to test projects within
a looser framework of planning and development. Short
term proposals can often overcome red-tape issues that can
prolong and limit permanent projects, or prevent them in their
entirety. They also allow ideas that may prove at first to be too
challenging, or require significant commitment if permanent, to
be tried and tested and pave the way for longer lifespans.

Secondly, interim uses an be easily created and collaboratively
delivered by the community, young professionals and the public
and private sector, allowing a healthy mix of different people
involved in the place shaping of an area, and provide different
sources of much needed support, enthusiasm and skill to deliver
interim projects.

Thirdly, they provide an alternative way to engage and include
communities in project development, delivery and maintenance
of projects. Working closely with the community can also lead to
useful local knowledge and research being passed to those that
can act upon it.

Fourthly, interim uses can provide an opportunity to promote
quality and focus on good design in the built environment.
Design can often get sidetracked within the processes of
development and delivery, and good original intentions can
easily become compromised. Interim uses can be used to test
design agendas and include design in a way that often gets lost
within a longer process.

Fifthly, they can provide a vehicle to attract different specialisms
and disciplines to get involved in working with others to shape
the built environment , which can often be difficult to achieve
with standard procurement routes and commissions. an be
easily created and collaboratively delivered by the community,
young professionals and the public and private sector, allowing a
healthy mix of different people involved in the place shaping of
an area.

Lastly, change is inevitable. The time required to deliver change
however, can often challenge the brightest of believers. Interim
uses can enable change to happen more quickly, and therefore
build momentum for those delivering the change, and those
receiving it. This can lead to a more engaged process and one
that can stay more nimble and effective during the delivery
process.
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URBAN RESEARCH PROJECTS | LONDON
have summarised relevant local,
national and international precedent
projects to form an atlas of information
to inform the LLDC’s approach to interim
uses.

PRECEDENT
ATLAS

The Atlas outlines the key factors that
made these interim use projects a
success or failure, the costs involved,
timescales and delivery methods,
alongside unanticipated problems and
achievements.

Free Tumbling Block Graph Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/tumblingblock/

METHODS
MANUAL

Free Tumbling Block Graph Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/tumblingblock/
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Following the Precedent Atlas research,
findings were used to create a Methods
Manual of advice on the development
and delivery of interim projects.
Included are key considerations that
should be remembered throughout
the project lifespan, alongside what
to do and not do as you approach a
project, and the key team and tools that
can enable successful interim uses to
happen.
More information on the case studies
referenced in the Methods Manual can
be found in the Atlas.

SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES
Good decisions to make at the beginning
of an interim project that will encourage
effective development and delivery,
alongside pitfalls to avoid during project
development.

DO’S AND DON’TS

DO:
1. THINK ABOUT TARGET
AUDIENCES

Know your audience, or conduct
research to find out who it is. This
will inform crucial decisions about
marketing, project programme,
duration, necessary site facilities. Keep
the people at the heart of decisions
from the beginning.

2. CONSIDER SHORT TERM OR
LONG TERM AGENDAS

Short project lifespans require a
different approach to long ones. Scope
out the options of timescales to inform
the site, planning permissions, funding,
publicity, and target audience so you
know what to plan for.

3. DO THE RESEARCH

THINGS TO VALUE

Know the where, what, why and how

4. CONSIDER THE FAMILIAR OR
EXOTIC PROGRAMME

Is the intended programme reflective of
the already familiar, or does it provide
a more exotic use of something unusual
and surprising. An unknown and
exotic use provides great drama and
attractiveness for short periods of time.

5. CLEARLY DEFINE
WHO IS IN CHARGE
A clear project lead and reporting line
is required for interim projects. Projects
frequently need quick decision making
and action to ensure opportunities are
realised.

6. CONSIDER THE SKILLS REQUIRED
Interim uses required people that can
act swiftly and effectively, with the
necessary skills to do so, and react to
project aspirations with deliverable
solutions.

Key items to consider throughout the life
of the project in order to make successful
interim uses happen.

4. PROJECT DURATION

1. PROJECT IDENTITY

5. FUNDING

The project must look the part to attract
the right development team and users.
A robust marketing programme is also
required, enabling clear and effective
communication before, during and after
the life of an interim use.

2. THE PROJECT AGENDA

The agenda is a crucial element to
share will all involve, remain flexible
and keep at the heart of all project
decisions.

3. THE PROJECT BRIEF
The framework that holds all the known
and unknown details together, and the
document that attracts the right people
to develop a project in response to an
agenda.

The need for a supportive, skilled and
energetic team behind interim project
planning, development and delivery.

THE INTERIM USE
TEAM AND TOOLS

for a project proposal and site location.
Do research at the beginning, during
and end to ensure lessons learnt are
recorded.

1. THE CURATOR

Someone to develop an innovative
programme of uses across a variety of
timescales, and for a variety of people.
There are many opportunities for
interim use programmes to be curated
to complement other park regeneration
agendas, and respond to other seasonal
and cultural opportunities, and city
wide events.

Being able to indicate possible project
durations allows for informed decisions
about planning, budget expenditure and
build costs to be accurately made.

Funding packages must be attuned to
the specifics of the type of project, its
delivery and required management.

6. SITE LOCATION

Projects need people. The right location,
or the right infrastructure to make a
site accessible is the basic starting point
to ensure people come to the project.

7. SITE INFRASTRUCTURE

The size and location of the site,
and the duration of the interim use
need considered when evaluating the
requirements for site infrastructure

8. PROCESS

The process must support the
development and delivery of a project,
and deal with the challenges and
unknown issues that often appear.

2. THE PROJECT CHAMPION

Someone who cares for the project, will
fight for its survival when things get
difficult, and strive to make it succeed.
Project champions are a focal point
for project responsibility (particularly
when several teams of people are
involved in the project).

3. THE PROJECT MENTOR

The role of a mentor is to both act as
an experienced counsel as well as a
motivational figure. Interim projects
can require specific knowledge bases
and experience at various points to aid
effective decision making and ensure
successful project delivery.
They can be similar to entrepreneurial

DON’T:
1. PREVENT THE BRIEF FROM
EVOLVING

Agendas change -interim uses require
the brief to be responsive to project
developments, challenges, and
unplanned situations.

2. LIMIT THE PROJECT’S
EVOLUTION

Flexible attitude are required from all
involved. Often unexpected issues arise
that require nimble reactions.

3. EXPECT MEANWHILE TO JUST
HAPPEN

All interim uses require energy and
motivation. Calculate the people and
product quantities that are required to
make a project happen.

4. BE DISAPPOINTED BY FAILURES
OR UNEXPECTED OUTCOMES
Interim projects sometimes don’t
work out, but other opportunities and
projects often develop from what has
been learnt.

9. PEOPLE TO RUN
AND PEOPLE TO COME
A project requires the right team
behind it, and the right people and
quantities visiting.

10. PLANNING
Thought is needed on possible project
durations, to allow for the most
appropriate planning designation to be
obtained for the project.

11. USER ENGAGEMENT

Interim uses can develop in less formal
ways to the standard procedures
in regeneration projects. Bringing
opportunities for alternative ways to
engage and include communities in
project development and maintenance.

12. MONITORING AND MENTORING

Interim uses can develop in less formal
ways to standard developments.
Knowing what is working and why is
important during and after an interim
use to ensure lessons are learnt and
passed on for future projects.

start-ups where a great deal of risk is
necessarily invested early on, and then
again at key milestones.

4. THE PROJECT OFFICE

A ‘site office’ that enables the LLDC,
communities and other stakeholders
to come together and share resources,
find out how to get involved, build a
network of support to enable interim
projects, and provide a space for
discussion, workshops, training and
events, and enabling an ‘open door’
approach to involving others in the
regeneration and evolution of the park.
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DO’S AND DON’TS
Good decisions to make at the beginning of an interim project that will encourage
effective development and delivery, alongside pitfalls to avoid during project development.

DO THINK ABOUT TARGET AUDIENCE/S
Research gathered in the Atlas of Precedents showed that interim
projects that are designed for the surrounding community, and those
that are aimed at a wider audience often rely on different approaches to
marketing, management , programme and project lifespan.
Making a decision at the beginning of the project about the intended
scope of the audience has proved instrumental in assuring the
appropriate type of marketing, funding, programme and management is
appointed and is a part of the design and development of the project from
the outset.

THE ALBERT, KILBURN

Case study examples:
The Albert in Kilburn is predominantly aimed at the local community
through a programme of specific community based events and activities,
alongside a few larger events that attract a wider audience (e.g. the
Christmas Market). Their marketing and funding targeted local sources,
and they have a small management team that are regularly on site which
has been successful in its offer and adoption by the local community.
Paris Plages is a city wide endeavour, attracting a city wide audience
through a substantial nationwide publicity campaign. The prominence
of the project helps to secure a large amount of funds from corporate
sponsorship, and requires a substantial management team that can
facilitate the scale and growth of the initiative.

PARIS PLAGES, PARIS

DO CONSIDER SHORT OR LONG TERM AGENDAS
Interim projects can represent a wide variety of timescales. Thinking
about the range of possible lifespans is important to consider, ideally
when initiating the project, as this can lead to strategic decisions on
budget, material quality with appropriate lifespans, and the type of
marketing that is required to make the project a success.
However, flexibility and adaptability to changing lifespans is required as
the project develops.

Case study examples:
100 Union Street, London takes place on the same site each year and has
been used for a number of very clearly defined short term interim uses
which have brought a number of innovative but short lived projects to
the site. With a clearly defined lifespan, these projects have been of high
quality in their construction and populated with a vibrant programme of
associated events
NDSM Wharf has slowly evolved through a constant cycle of temporary
uses that has led to the formation of a distinct community over the course
of 13+ years. The marketing and building requirements have had to
evolve as the project’s strategic agenda developed.
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DO THE RESEARCH
Knowing the where, what, why and how for a project proposal and site
location is fundamental to developing a successful interim use. Research
can be done prior, and during project scoping and development. If
you want to involve and connect with the local community, research
to understand this context is essential, and can help identify existing
community interests, collaborators, resources and possible funding
opportunities.
Research can, and should be carried out throughout the project to ensure
lessons learnt are recorded and in the case of longer terms projects, the
project develops in response.

THE STOREFRONT LIBRARY, BOSTON

Case study examples:
The Storefront Library, though a short lived project, collected a lot of
‘audience’ data during its operation. This was the basis of making the
case for a library on a permanent basis following the end of the interim
project.
The team behind Industri[us] struggled with a lack of accurate information
prior to occupying the site which led to many unforeseen circumstances
affecting the overall delivery, budgets and outreach of the project.

INDUSTRI[US], LONDON

DO CONSIDER A FAMILIAR OR EXOTIC PROGRAMME
Another key decision to consider early on in a project is whether the
intended programme is reflective of the already familiar, or whether it
provides a more exotic use of something unusual and surprising.
The Atlas of Precedents has shown that exotic and surprising programmes
can work very successfully as short events to energise an undervalued
place and help communities re-evaluate familiar surroundings, whilst
a familiar programme can be a useful way to encourage participation
in places undergoing change, and build long term relationships and
aspirations.

VACANT LOTS, LONDON

Case study examples:
The Vacant Lots programme was a series of growing spaces that were
given to a community that already had interest in this area. Funding
was provided for the first three years. Following which the project was
adopted and maintained by the local community.
Bristol Urban Beach is an example of a more exotic programme that
provided a short lived intervention and injection of energy into Bristol
Docks. It proved so popular in its short life that its loss was mourned by
locals, but perhaps this popularity would diminish if it was a longer term
project.

BRISTOL URBAN BEACH, BRISTOL
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DO CLEARLY DEFINE WHO IS IN CHARGE
Temporary projects often require a number of organisations to work
together, and forge new working relationships in short periods of time.
Having a clear project lead and reporting line has been shown to be a
key ingredient to a successful interim use, particularly as the nature of
these projects often require quick decision making and action to ensure
opportunities are realised.

BRISTOL URBAN BEACH, BRISTOL

Case study examples:
Bristol Urban Beach had a very experienced individual leading the project.
Their and professional contacts meant that the project was able to
overcome some planning and development issues, and be delivered on time
with great success.
The Creative Common project was led by six organisations who had a
lot of creative energy but lacked a clear organisational structure which
hampered the delivery of the project.

CREATIVE COMMON, BRISTOL

DO IDENTIFY THE SKILLS REQUIRED
Due to the rapid and often multifaceted processes involved in delivering
an interim use, you need the right skills involved in the project from the
start, and at strategically identified moments throughout in order for
the right decisions to be being made and a successful project delivered.

Case Study examples:
Daltson Eastern Curve involved architects, urban designers, landscape
designers and several community groups. Through the skills of those
involved, the team negotiated some tricky issues and delivered a very
well received and enjoyable new green space.
The Kings Cross Filing Station originated as a temporary use on a soon to
be masterplanned site. Architects were approached at the beginning of the
project to design a restaurant that would attract people to a derelict site.
Their skills were crucial in designing and delivering a suitable space for
interim use. within challenging site conditions

DALSTON MILL/ EASTERN CURVE GARDEN, LONDON
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KINGS CROSS FILLING STATION, LONDON

DON’T PREVENT THE BRIEF FROM EVOLVING
Sometimes a project is commissioned with a specific agenda in mind.
When these situations arise client, procurement and funding teams
should keep an open mind to how projects could be delivered, as the
agenda of the project might be achieved through unconventional methods
concerning event type, client, delivery time and funding packages.

Case Study examples:
South Kilburn Studios came from a proposal that focussed on getting
local people back into work and providing job skills. Rather than
producing a skills based programme, Practice Architecture proposed the
creation of free studio space. In exchange for free space, local creative
entrepreneurs would spend a proportion of their time mentoring people
which ultimately achieved the same work and skills training but in an
alternative way to what was originally conceived.
Gabriel’s Wharf is an example of when project lifespans need to stay
flexible. When a temporary project is a huge success sometimes it makes
sense to continue it, and modify the original long term agenda.

SOUTH KILBURN STUDIOS, LONDON

GABRIEL’S WHARF, LONDON

DON’T LIMIT PROJECT BY BEING RIGID TO IDEAS AND LOCATIONS
A key element to successful interim uses has been a flexible attitude
to those involved. Often unexpected issues arise that require nimble
reactions,
Though the majority of the case studies investigated were projects with
a physical structure, there were a few temporary projects where the
built form was either secondary to a cultural or artistic programme or
non existent. These programmes can, in terms of engagement with a
community, be as effective if not more effective than a spatially defined
programme.

THE UNLIMITED EDITION, LONDON

Case Study examples:
The Unlimited Edition was a local newspaper produced to bring forgotten
and hidden local culture to the attention of the very community it existed
in. The agenda of this project was clear, and the project programme
remained flexible in enabling it to happen.
The Passion in Port Talbot treated the entire town of Port Talbot as its
site to enact the story of Christ within the town and engaged with the
community in a very personal and meaningful way. The project team
embraced the challenge of such an event at such a scale, and it was a
great success.

THE PASSION, PORT TALBOT
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DON’T EXPECT INTERIM USE TO JUST HAPPEN - ANTICIPATE PROBLEMS
All interim uses require energy and motivation. On large sites, this can be
especially challenging.
Case Study examples:
NDSM Wharf and Creative Common, both had difficult sites to activate.
For NDSM, the site was not only at a vast scale, it was also disconnected
from the city meaning the task of attracting people to the site would be
difficult to achieve. With Creative Common there was a clearly defined
goal of delivering events alongside bar/cafe entertainment uses. The
project commissioner was Bristol City Council / HCA but their support

NDSM WHARF, AMSTERDAM

came solely in the form of a financial grant to the project team, and as a
result the project has struggled at times to find other forms of necessary
support to keep the project alive.
With NDSM Wharf ,the city of Amsterdam understood the problem of
disconnection with the city and worked with the Kinetic North team
to provide a free ferry service across the river to make the site more
accessible. Whilst this ultimately cost more money than had first been
anticipated, it has been an important step in making the site and its
interim uses a success.

CREATIVE COMMON, BRISTOL

DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED BY FAILURES OR UNEXPECTED OUTCOMES
Temporary projects are exciting and often challenge the boundaries
of what is possible. They can be a useful tool to test out ideas that are
uncertain as a viable project. If results show that this is the case, this is a
still a useful outcome and other opportunities and projects may develop
from what has been learnt.

Case Study examples:
Caravanseri and Industri[us] were both planned for much longer durations
than what resulted and both ended up financially costly for the project
teams. Despite these issues, the projects did show what was possible
with very little resources and very little time, if sufficient motivation and
innovation is provided (in this case from the design team).
Analysis of the projects’ challenges show that the lack of the expected
footfall was a major problem for both projects.

INDUSTRI[US], LONDON
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CANNING TOWN CARAVANSERI, LONDON

THINGS TO VALUE
Key items to consider throughout the life of the project in order to make successful interim uses happen.

THE PROJECT IDENTITY
								
An interim project must begin and end with the right
identity. The right identity means being attractive to the
right visitors, funders, designers, managers and delivery
agents. Pitching the project correctly saves time, money
and energy throughout the lifespan, as people can clearly
see what is on offer and how they can get involved.
Most good interim uses also have a very robust marketing
programme, enabling clear and effective communication
before, during and after the life of an interim use.

NDSM Wharf

The People’s Supermarket

Commissioned by the city,
this regeneration project was
won by Kinetisch Noord, an
organisation that had formed
out of artists and creatives
with a grassroots ethos to
letting redevelopment happen,
which was in contrast to
a more fixed masterplan
approach.

The Peoples Supermarket
launched with the help
of a Channel 4 television
documentary. This generated a
lot of support for the shop but
perhaps on a much wider scale,
than the local scale which was
needed.

This approach and team behind
the management of the area,
attracted more creative people
to inhabit the spaces and
enabled the project to be a
success.

NDSM Wharf, Amsterdam

Now that the TV show has
finished, it seems that the
shop is financially struggling to
provide the service it aimed to
for the surrounding community.

The People’s Supermarket, London

THE PROJECT AGENDA
								

Interim uses require an agenda that is clear, and
communicated throughout the project team and relevant
stakeholders. Agendas help direct peoples’ ideas and
deliverables, and should always be referred to during
project evolution. The agenda will need to stay flexible, and
must react to evolving research and project development,
but the important thing is to have one, to share it will all
involved and keep it at the heart of project decisions.

Atelier Zero

100 Union Street

The delivery of the boating
lake was extremely complex,
with different owners of
the land and water, and a
project team partly based in
Manchester and partly in Paris.

The landowners of this site
are clear that they are seeking
to implement their consented
development but that the site
can be activated in the interim,
with the agenda of enlivening it
and building relationships with
the local community.

The various organisations
involved naturally had
different aspirations for the
event but through an open
and collaborative agenda and
approach to delivery, the event
was delivered on time and to
great success.

Atelier Zero, Manchester

This allows a variety of local
and visiting stakeholders to get
fully involved, develop projects
in response to the overarching
agenda, and be aware of the
limits to project programme.

100 Union Street, London
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THE PROJECT BRIEF
The brief is the framework that holds all the known and
unknown details together, and the document that attracts
the right people to develop a project in response. The
brief must contain all the ingredients required to deliver
a response; agenda, context, site information, funding
information, skills required, delivery timescales. If it doesn’t
have all the necessary details, it must state clearly what is
missing, and allow time for them to be found.
The brief sets the tone for all those responding, and those
that will be affected by the project. It is worth spending
time and effort on getting it as good as it can be to ensure
that projects start in the way they should continue,

Canning Town 		
Caravanserai

Dalston Mill / Eastern
Curve Garden

The project struggled with a
number of challenging factors
that were unidentified in the
brief, including a lack of site
infrastructure. Installation time
for the required services was
significant and costly.

The initial brief requested that
projects should be self financing.
The winning project was won
by Frontside gardens, who is
operating at essentially zero cost,
with materials sourced from waste
from the Olympic park and other
locations. The brief allowed for this
change of approach, enabling this
very successful project to occur.

The launch of the project was
rushed because of a fixed deadline
in the brief. Had services been
investigated or provided earlier,
the project could have perhaps
started with a few less challenges.

Canning Town Caravanserai, London

However the project has been
reliant on the personal investment
of the initiator of the project, who
delivers and manages it for free.

Dalston Mill / Eastern Curve Garden, London

PROJECT DURATION
								

Being able to set out possible, or even confirmed durations
for an interim is useful for many reasons. It allows for the
right planning permission to be applied for, the appropriate
type of infrastructure to be installed in a site, suitable
building materials to be sourced that will provide for the
life of the project, and ultimately, allow decisions to be
made on where resources need directed in order to deliver
and maintain a project for the required period.

Gabriel’s Wharf

The Albert, Kilburn

The site was large and
virtually vacant, with a
required programmed
duration of four years.

The site contained an existing
building, which was able to be
converted to provide space for
the proposed meanwhile use.

Cheaply constructed
workshop spaces were the
key to activating and filling
the site quickly and cost
effectively, whilst ensuring
there was budget for four
years of events.

The conversion was
comparatively cheap, allowing
for more funding to be put
towards a one year programme
of events.

Gabriel’s Wharf, London

The Albert, Kilburn
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FUNDING
									

The funding of a project can have major impact on several
aspects of an interim use. It is good to set parameters and
make funding clear from the start, but to also allow for a
budget that responds to a project’s development.
Some projects will require different approaches to financial
support; some will be self funded, others will require
funding up front, whilst others require continual funding.
Different options should be devised that provides for the
projects’ needs.
In many cases, interim uses happen through donations in
kind. However, if funding is available, it should support
those that make it happen.

The Storefront Library

Frontside Gardens

The Storefront library was
funded through a combination
sources; partly through
donations in kind and skills
from Harvard University,
partly through donations of
key assets, and partly through
grant funding for staff.

The initial brief for proposals
requested self financing
projects. Frontside gardens
operates with zero cost, and
materials are sourced from
waste from the Olympic park
and other locations.

The key for its success was the
community support. So much
extra resource was provided
through the project’s close
links with the community.

Storefront Library, Boston

What is not taken into account
in the budget is the personal
investment of the initiator of
the project who travels to site
each day and runs it for free.
Frontside Gardens, London

SITE LOCATION
					

The right location, or the right infrastructure to make a site
accessible is the basic starting point to ensure people come
to the project.
If the site is difficult to reach, or in an unknown location,
publicity will be needed to spread the word. Often these
sorts of sites work well for short term and unusual one off
projects, and a project’s programme and type of activities
should be planned with access in mind.

Vacant Lots

Sugarhouse Studios

The Vacant Lots projects
provide growing space for
the surrounding community.

Sugarhouse Studios is situated
along Stratford High Street
between Bow and Stratford,
and is poorly served by public
transport. It has been successful
at attracting people to events
but because of it’s location, has
found it hard to attract people
to visit the gallery and bar
space for everyday use.

The sites are small and often
overlooked patches of land
that are convenient to the
surrounding community, but
otherwise inaccessible.

Vacant Lots, London

The connectivity issues were
further hampered during the
Olympic games when Stratford
High Street had limited and
controlled access.

Sugarhouse Studios, London
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SITE INFRASTRUCTURE
								
The size and location of the site, and the duration of
the interim use are important factors to consider when
evaluating the requirements for site infrastructure. Some
interim uses will be dependent on particular site services,
others will be able to adapt.
Often any services that need installed, will take
considerable time, so this needs to be built into the
schedule and budget.

Folly for a Flyover

NDSM Wharf

The folly site lacked power
and water connections.

NDSM Wharf is on a very
large and is a long term
project. Whilst the buildings
on the site have been occupied
successfully, the external
space has been much harder
to activate.

Extra funding was found to
cover the installation costs,
as the site was seen to be
suitable for future events,
and therefore received the
long term investment.

Folly for a Flyover

A large capital budget was,
and is needed to provide the
necessary and desired outdoor
improvements. Without
grants or other financial
support, changes are limited
to fairly standard commercial
interventions that require a
significant running time to
offset the up front costs.
NDSM Wharf

PROCESS
Interim projects, like many regeneration projects, involve
risk. Its important that the process of development and
delivery supports the challenges and unknown issues that
often appear. With a clear agenda, well defined brief and
good research, the process of delivery should be able to
remain flexible.
When interim projects involve different groups of people, a
clear set of milestones and sign off structures is even more
crucial than normal, to allow all parties involved to deliver
effectively.

South Kilburn Studios

Proxy SF

This project was the result of
a commission by Architecture
Foundation, the South Kilburn
Neighbourhood Trust and LB
Brent. The brief called for a space
that addressed unemployment
issues in the local area, with an
idea that an existing building
would become a space for skills
training and teaching.

The project had the original
intention of being a housing
development, however in the light
of the 2008 financial crash the city
of San Francisco approached the
winner of the housing competition
to develop alternative ideas for
interim uses on the site.

Practice Architecture’s proposal
sought to turn the building into
studios which were free to use in
exchange for providing training to
local people in lieu of rent.
This innovative approach to the
brief was well received and the
initiative has the potential to be
developed on further sites.
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South Kilburn Studios, London

Proxy (run by Envelope A+D)
now has a planned development
of phased interim uses over a
period of 4-5 years. Within this
there are flexibilities for tenants
and businesses to change but also
clear milestones for the growth
and development of the overall
infrastructure.

Proxy SF, San Francisco

PEOPLE TO RUN
AND PEOPLE TO COME
Having the right people involved in an interim project has
a big effect. The number and type of people that a project
requires to be delivered and managed must be carefully
considered, and planned for.
A project relies on the audience. Careful thought must be
put into the type of audience, the variety, and the number
of visitors required to make the project a success, whether
that be a financial success or otherwise.

Ridley’s

Frontside Gardens

Ridleys worked with local
market traders on a site with
an existing footfall of market
users. Integrating and working
with these existing elements
was a key element for the
project’s success.

Frontside was essentially
delivered by a very
enthusiastic one man team,
however the programme and
the enthusiasm developed
significant support from the
local community leading to
high usage of the park and
lots of offers of support and
assistance.

Ridley’s, London

Frontside Gardens, London

PLANNING
								

Being aware of the various restrictions on timing and
delivery of projects within given planning permissions
will be important to the project schedule, and future life of
the project. Sometimes short term projects have been so
successful that they want to be made long term. Thought
is needed for this situation to ensure planning permissions
allow this.

Films on Fridges

Folly for a Flyover

Films on Fridges was a popup cinema project that took
place under a temporary event
notice, which meant the project
could not last longer than it’s
granted planning permission.

Folly for a Flyover took place
at a similar time to Films
on Fridges and in a similar
location. Both projects were
a success, however Folly was
able to extend it’s running
time with permission from the
landowner because it had a
formal planning application as
part of it’s original design stage.

Films on Fridges, London

Folly for a Flyover, London
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USER ENGAGEMENT
								
Interim uses can develop in less formal ways to the
standard procedures in regeneration projects. This brings
opportunities for alternative ways to engage and include
communities in project development, delivery and
maintenance. This in turn can encourage ownership of
the project by the community. Working closely with the
community can also lead to useful local knowledge and
research being passed to those that can act upon it.

The Opening at the
Fairfield
The project provided an
alternative community
consultation process, turning
what could have been a general
meeting into an event that
engaged the community and
created much more interest in
the wider regeneration than
may have otherwise been
achieved.

Vacant Lots

The Opening at the Fairfield, London

			
This community orientated
programme was adopted by its
users, and follow on projects
developed as a result. Through
engagement with a wide cross
section of the community,
interactions that would have
otherwise not existed were
common and helped drive the
project forward.

Vacant Lots, London

MONITORING AND MENTORING
Evaluation of interim projects provides a rich source of
information for other aspiring projects, and lessons learned
should be passed on. Monitoring a project’s development
should also be part of the project programme, so that
successes and failures can be addressed effectively and in
good time.
The success of an interim project can sometimes come
in different forms - successful budget spend, successful
opening event, successful legacy etc, so assessing ‘successes’
at different intervals during and after the life of a project
can provide useful feedback for future related or unrelated
projects.

The Storefront Library

Folly for a Flyover

During its operation, the
Storefront library team recorded
detailed statistics on the usage of
the space with head-counts every
30 minutes.

Folly for a Flyover was a
huge success, with it’s tickets
consistently selling out and it’s
running time extended to meet
demand.

This data was collected easily
by the staff, which might not be
the case with other programmes,
However the strength it gives
to quantifying the success of a
project can be valuable in planning
similar future projects

However, measuring the success of
the Folly against some of its brief
criteria was difficult as some of the
events that were bookable online,
had no method of how to assess
the audience demographic.

The Storefront Library, Boston

The quantified local support for
the project has played a significant
role in the eventual reopening of a
permanent library in the area.
Folly for a Flyover, London
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THE TEAM AND TOOLKIT
FOR THE SUCCESSFUL DELIVERY OF AN INTERIM PROJECT

LLDC has a unique opportunity to deliver and support a
wide range of interim uses within the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park and surrounding areas.
In order to make the most of this opportunity, one of the
most important outputs from this research is to create a
supportive, skilled and energetic team behind their interim
use planning, development, delivery and legacy.
We have complied a list of the key roles and tools involved
in these processes, devised from the experiences of other
interim use projects. We hope this will be used to create a
dynamic team that can engage with a varied programme of
uses and people to make many interim uses happen.

CURATOR

MENTOR
CHAMPION

CHAMPION

SITE OFFICE

CHAMPION

CHAMPION

CHAMPION

CHAMPION

MENTOR
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THE CURATOR

THE CHAMPION

								

							

The role of a curator for the LLDC will be crucial to ensure
they deliver a wide range of interim uses that can add
up to more than the sum of their parts. The LLDC have
the opportunity to deliver projects that respond and
provide for community, commercial, charity, global, local
and other types of users, and programmes. In order to do
this effectively, a curator should be in place to develop
an innovative programme of uses across a variety of
timescales.

Interim uses need a focal point for project responsibility
(particularly when several teams of people are involved in
the project). We suggest these people are project champions
- people who care for the project, will fight for its survival
when things get difficult, and strive to make it succeed.

The Curator is there to:

In several case studies, these positions were not financially
supported, and resulted in ‘champions’ giving a lot of free
time in order for the project to succeed. Our advise to LLDC
would be to have a project champion for each project that
is in place through the life of the project. These champions
could be within LLDC or outsourced, and report to The
Curator. They could be community members, external
experts, charity representatives, but they are clearly tasked
and responsible for managing and delivering the project.

•

Develop agendas for interim uses across the park

•

Provide an overview

•

Curate type, length, location, and programme

•

Ensures a healthy mix of different uses in various
parts of the park, enlivening new routes and enhancing
existing

•

Develop programmes of interim uses to complement
other LLDC agendas, and make the most of seasonal
opportunities and other city wide events

•

Support, advocate and care about what happens where
and when

•

Provide a political voice and offer support

The Project Champion is there to:

•

Represent and communicate interim use programmes to
other teams within the LLDC and external networks and
communities.

•

Support and take responsibility for the full project life
cycle

•

Hold the vision of the interim use, and build
relationships with other interim uses.

•

Motivate other participants involved in delivering the
project

•

Ensure all participants are clear on agendas, processes
and responsibilities

•

Provide skill set in order to manage multifaceted process

•

Connect interim use outputs to The Curator so that the
successes of the project can be built upon.

Interim use programmes can benefit from a curator that
also:
•

Hosts interim project review panels

•

Leads project ‘champions’ (see below) and supports
development and delivery of projects.

Another key finding was the effectiveness of having a
project champion with previous experience of delivering
the interim use that they were championing, or, the
skills required for the interim use: architects, community
consultants, designers etc.
It was common in several case studies, for the architect to
take on the role of the project champion, and they were
proven to have very useful skills for this position.

Examples of interim uses with instrumental Curators:
•

Gabriel’s Wharf, London

•

Proxy, San Francisco

Examples of interim uses with instrumental Champions:

•

Gorky Park, Moscow (not in Precedent Atlas)

•

Bristol Urban Beach, Bristol

•

Artplay, Moscow (not in Precedent Atlas)

•

Frontside Gardens, London

Proxy, San Francisco
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Gabriel’s Wharf, London

THE MENTOR

THE PROJECT OFFICE

									

									

Some projects require specific knowledge bases and
experience at various points in their development and
delivery, specifically to aid effective decision making and
ensure successful project delivery.

Interim uses can be instrumental in public engagement,
participation and involvement. The most effective way of
ensuring the LLDC engages with the communities and other
members of the public in and around the Olympic Park, is to
provide an easily accessible office for people to visit, gather
information, connect with others and develop ideas.

Interim projects are similar to entrepreneurial start-ups
where a great deal of risk is necessarily invested early on,
and then again at key milestones.
A mentor is more suitable not as a stakeholder, enabling
them to advise impartially. They should not have a ‘stake’
in any success or failure. The role is to both act as an
experienced counsel as well as a motivational figure.
Navigating the process of an interim project will involve
a range of unfamiliar scenarios. These will be best
approached with tactics that have been tried before and
you can evaluate the suitability of before employing. A
mentor’s role will be to aid the project team and assess
the risk adversity of the speculation, relative to the
accumulation of any potential rewards.

The Project Mentor is a role that can:
•

Inject knowledge and experience at the right moment

•

Offer guidance at moments of uncertainty

•

Provide tested methods and resources

•

Provide political support

Examples of interim uses with instrumental project
mentors:
•

The Passion in Port Talbot

A physical presence can be much more effective than
constant consultation events, where time and effort is put
into gathering a cross section of the community together, as
opposed to a consistent space that enables communities and
other stakeholders to come together and share resources,
find out how to get involved and build a network of support
to enable interim projects.
It also provides a space for the LLDC to be in constant
communication with stakeholders and the community,
enabling constant exposure and information, that in turn
builds trust with participants and ensures an ‘open door’
approach to engaging with the community.

This space can:
•

Be an on-site resource office, and have a presence in
the areas that are being developed and require interim
activity

•

Provide information on interim use sites and programme
opportunities

•

Provide up to date to information on other non-interim
projects (‘site office’)

•

Provide workshops and training

•

Be a centre of knowledge and expertise

•

Hold public meetings to develop ideas

•

Display projects and hold events/exhibitions etc.

Examples of interim use offices
•

The Passion Port Talbot

Infobox, Berlin

Infobox, Berlin
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PROJECT TIMELINES
LISTED BY PROJECT DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND DELIVERY DURATION

When comparing longer projects the lead in time is again

With the long term interim projects the definition between
temporary and permanent can become blurred. Defining a project
scope in the long term can be difficult, particularly when some of
the case studies show situations when projects had been planned
to last for a number of years, yet resulted in the projects closing
prematurely. More commonly, with the case studies that last over
10 years in duration, the interim programme continues much
longer than expected, often unintentionally becoming permanent
in its own right.

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

December 2005
November 2012
November 2011 November 2011
May 2012

October 2012

Projects can happen with very little planning,
however this spontaneity is extremely rare.

October 2011
April 2012

October 2011

October 2011

March 2010

November 2005
March 2012

September 2011 September 2011 September 2012 September 2011 February 2010

October 2005
August 2012
August 2011
February 2012

August 2011

July2011 December 2009
July2012
July2011
January 2012

July2011

June 2011 November 2009
June 2012
June 2011
December 2011

June 2011

May 2011 October 2009
May 2012

May 2011
May 2011
November 2011

April 2012
April 2011
October 2011

April 2011

April 2011September 2009

August 2009
March 2011
March 2012

March 2011
December 2005
September 2011

March 2011

July 2009
February 2012

February 2011
November 2005
August 2011

February 2011

February 2011

June 2009
January 2011
January 2012

January 2011
January 2011
October 2005

December 2010

Films on
Fridges

November 2010 November 2010

July 2011

December 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

November 2011

Lead In
Preparation
Published

December 2010

November 2010

Lead In
Construction
Open
-

December 2010

April 2009

The Unlimited
Mile End
Floating Market
Edition

Folly for a
Flyover

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

May 2009

Storefront
Library

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
Follow up

August 2011 January 2010

September 2005

DURATION: <1 YEAR

LEAD IN
CONSTRUCTION
ON SITE / OPEN
REMOVAL

-

In comparing the timelines, we see a wide variety of delivery
models delivering different levels of success. Each delivery
model is specific to each project. By splitting the projects by
duration, a few similarities are revealed. Short projects that are
delivered within a year often require just as much lead in time as
longer projects, showing that even a short lived project requires
considerable planning and preparation.

April 2010

We have gathered the project timelines from the Precedents Atlas
and compiled to conclude this report.

significant. The length of this period is influenced by procurement,
planning and delivery issues. A proactive procurement process
and a responsive and knowledgeable client team could be
effective in minimising this lead in time and getting projects under
construction sooner.

November 2011

Interim uses require sustainable energy and commitment no matter
what their duration period.

Sometimes the shortest events need the most
planning to get things right.

The Opening
at the
Fairfield

May 2011

Windows on
Willesden
Green

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

June 2011 September 2005

Park(ING)
Project

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

ber 2011

ber 2011

ber 2011

ust 2011

uly2011

ne 2011

ay 2011

ril 2011

rch 2011

ary 2011

ary 2011

ber 2010
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ber 2010

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

March 2011

May 2011

July 2011

February 2099

March 2009

April 2009

March 2012

May 2012

July 2012

August 2009

September 2009

October 2009

January 2010

January 2013

December 2009 November 2012

November 2009 September 2012

January 2012

July 2009

June 2009 November 2011

May 2009 September 2011

January 2011

January 2009

April 2013

March 2013

February 2013

January 2013

Dcember 2012

November 2012

October 2012

September 2012

August 2012

July2012

June 2012

May 2012

Espacio
April 2012
Artistico

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Frontside
Gardens

December 2010

November 2010

October 2010

September 2010

August 2010

July 2010

June 2010

May 2010

May 2011

April 2011

March 2011

February 2011

January 2011

Construction doesn’t have to end when a project
opens, but this will vary by programme.

ry 2013

er 2012

er 2012

uly 2012

ay 2012

rch 2012

ry 2012

er 2011

er 2011

uly 2011

ay 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Dalston Mill

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

rch 2011

ry 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Ridleys

Bat Yam
Biennale

Diesel Depot

Bristol Urban
Beach

Creative
Common

-

December 2005

November 2005

October 2005

September 2005

DURATION: <1 YEAR
Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
LEAD IN
CONSTRUCTION
ON SITE / OPEN
REMOVAL

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
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ber 2011

ber 2011

July 2011

September 2011

November 2011

July 2011

September 2011

November 2011

January 2012

March 2012

May 2012

July 2012

September 2012

November 2012

January 2013

January 2012

March 2012

May 2012

July 2012

September 2012

November 2012

January 2013

An idea might not arrive at the right moment, but
this shouldn’t be dismissed as it might work in the
future.

ber 2011

May 2011

May 2011

June 2011

May 2011

April 2011

March 2011

Febraury 2011

January 2012

December 2011

November 2011

October 2011

April 2011

March 2011

January 2013

February 2011 December 2012

January 2011

December 2011

November 2011

October 2011

September 2011

July2011

June 2011

May 2011

April 2011 September 2011

March 2011

February 2011

January 2011

December 2010

November 2010

October 2010

September 2010

August 2010

July2010

August 2012

July 2012

June 2012

April 2012

March 2012

February 2012

January 2012

December 2011

January 2011

December 2010

January 2010

December 2012

October 2012
-

December 2005

November 2005

October 2005

September 2005

The Passion You me bum
of Port Talbot bum train

October 2012 September 2012

July 2012

April 2012

January 2012

October 2011

July 2011

April 2011

January 2011

October 2010

July 2010

April 2010

January 2010

A room for
London

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

ust 2011

uly2011

ne 2011

ay 2011

ril 2011

rch 2011

ary 2011

ary 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

June 2010

January 2011

The Peoples
Supermarket

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

March 2011

January 2011

Klong Toey
Community
Gardens

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

March 2011

January 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Atelier Zero

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

ber 2010

ber 2010

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

South Kilburn
Studios

DURATION: 1-2 YEARS
Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
LEAD IN
CONSTRUCTION
ON SITE / OPEN
REMOVAL

May 2013

arch 2013

ary 2013

ber 2012

ber 2012

July 2012

May 2012

arch 2012

ary 2012

ber 2011

May 2011

July 2011

July 2011

May 2012

January 2012

July 2012

July 2012

May 2014

January 2014

May 2015

January 2013

January 2013

January 2015

November 2012 November 2012

September 2012 September 2012 September 2014

May 2012

May 2012

March 2012

March 2012 September 2013

May 2013

January 2012

January 2012

January 2013

November 2011 November 2011

September 2011 September 2011 September 2012

May 2011

May 2011

January 2016

June 2015

January 2015

June 2014

January 2014

June 2013

January 2013

June 2012

January 2012

June 2011

January 2011

June 2010

January 2010

2007

ProxySF

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

From 2005

ber 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

March 2011 September 2011

January 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Canning Town
Kings Cross
Caravanseri
Filling Station

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

March 2011

January 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Industri[us]

January 2013

July 2012

January 2012

July 2011

January 2011

July 2010

January 2010

July 2009

January 2009

July 2008

January 2008

July 2007

January 2007

Vacant Lots

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

July 2011

May 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Sugarhouse
Studios

100 Union
Street

If the opportunity arises, a successful formula can
often be repeated.

-

December 2005

November 2005

October 2005

September 2005

DURATION: 2-10 YEARS
Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
LEAD IN
CONSTRUCTION
ON SITE / OPEN
REMOVAL

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
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Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018 September 2012 September 2012

2020

2022 November 2012

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

2010

2012

November 2012

October 2012

August 2012

July 2012

June 2012

May 2012

April 2012

March 2012

February 2012

January 2012

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

July 2011

May 2011

March 2011

January 2011

November 2010

July 2012

May 2012

March 2012

January 2012

November 2011

November 2012 September 2012

October 2011

September 2010

December 2009

January 2008

December 2007

January 2007 September 2011

April 2006

January 2006

December 2005

May 2005

January 2005

2020

2018

2016

2014

2012

2010

2008

2006

2004

2002

2000

1998

1996

1994

1992

1990

1988

1986

1984

1982

1980

1978

1976

1974

1972

Pensioners
Playground
(Hyde Park)
Urban Ore

-

December 2005

November 2005

October 2005

September 2005

A long term programme might not stay in one place.
Urban Ore had to move a number of times, each time
they used the move to improve the business

October 2012

August 2012

July2012

June 2012

May 2012

April 2012

March 2012

February 2012

January 2012

2005

Lead In
Construction
Leasing
Open

December 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

January 2004 September 2010

Courtyard
Theatre

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

December 2011

November 2011

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

2004

Beach Court
Triathlon Live Casa Familiar
Westminster

2000
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1990

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

1998 November 2011

NDSM Wharf

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

1988

Gabriel’s
Wharf

DURATION: 10 YEARS+
Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
LEAD IN
CONSTRUCTION
ON SITE / OPEN
REMOVAL

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

ay 2007

November 2005

October 2005

2013

2012

2011
July 2008

May 2008

March 2008

January 2008

May 2011 November 2008

March 2011 September 2008

January 2011

November 2010

September 2010

July 2010

May 2010 November 2007

January 1984

January 1988

October 1987

March 1987

January 1986

January 2000

2015 November 2012

2014

2013 December 1990

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008 December 1985

2007

Launch of Opalis.be

arch2007

ary 2007 September 2005

2010

July 2007

March 2010 September 2007

January 2010

December 1983

2006

OMA Progress
Exhibition

August 2005

2009

May 2007

November 2009

March 1983

2005

-

December 2005

November 2005

October 2005

September 2005

Parc de la
Villette

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

ber 2006

July2005

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

March 2007

September 2009

Venice
Pavilion
Commission

ber 2006

June 2005

May 2005

April 2005

March 2005

February 2005

2003

January 1982

Rotor

2004 December 1982

2003

Pensioners
Playground
(Manchester)

Work with Zinneke Parade

July 2006

ay 2006

rch 2006

ary 2006

ber 2005

January 2005

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

ber 2005

January 2007

May 2009 November 2006

July 2009

Bouldering

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Table Tennis

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

2002

2001

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Paris Plages

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

December 2004

November 2004

Sports Barn
Trafford

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

July 2005

ay 2005

Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal

Sports Barn
Blackpool

DURATION: 10 YEARS+
Lead In
Construction
Open
Removal
LEAD IN
CONSTRUCTION
ON SITE / OPEN
REMOVAL

Long term doesn’t have to be permanant, Paris Plages happens
for a short period in summer each year but has returned and
grow each year for a decade becoming a regular part of city life.
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